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which has a a-locally finite k-network, and a u-space is a space which has a a-locally finite network. By Foged's result [l] , LaSnev spaces (i.e., continuous images of metrizable spaces under closed mappings) can be characterized as regular Frechet spaces with a g-hereditarily closure-preserving k-network. Gao and Hattori [3] and Lin [7] proved independently that FrCchet N-spaces can be characterized as closed s-images of metrizable spaces.
A family P is called a weak base for X if P = lJ{PZ: z E X} and the following are satisfied:
(1) For each P E P,, z E P.
(2) For each P, Q E P,, there exists H E P, such that H c P n Q.
(3) U is open if and only if for each 2 E U, there exists P E P, such that P c U. A space with a a-locally finite weak base is called a g-metrizable space [ 131. Let S be the subspace {l/n: n E IV} U (0) of JR (real straight line) in the usual topology. For each a < WI, let SC") be a copy of S. We denote by S,, (S,) the quotient space obtained from the topological union $cr<w, S(") (en_ SC")) by mapping all the nonisolated points into one point. A space X is a k-space if X has the weak topology with respect to the family of all compact subsets of X. A space X is a Frdchet space if for each H c X and for each p E Cl H, there exists a sequence {z,: n E N} c H such that lim,,, 5, = p. A space X is a k'-space if for each point p E Cl H -H, there exists a compact subset K c X such that p E Cl( H n K). Obviously Frechet space + k/-space + k-space.
Let U be a family of subsets of a space X. We call U finite on compact subsets of X, briefly, CF in X, if for each compact set K, {U f? K: U E U} is a finite family. We call U a-CF in X if U = U{&: n E w} and each & is CF in X. Suppose not. Then there is a countable infinite subset KI in K such that KI intersects at least countable infinite elements Ui, . , U,, . , . in U. We pick out x, E KI n U, for each n E N, and we obtain a sequence (2,: n E N} with Z, # x, for n # m. On the one hand, {x,: n E RI} is a closed set because U is hereditarily closure-preserving and x, E U, E L4. On the other hand, (2,: n E RI} is an infinite subset in the compact set K, hence {x,: n E RI} has a cluster point x*, and x* # 2, for every n E N because of the fact that x, # x, for n # m. Hence {x,: n E RI} is not closed. The contradiction shows that there is a finite subset KC, in K such that K -Ko intersects only with finite elements in U. Therefore {U n K: U E U} is finite, that is,
If K is a finite set, then it is clear that {U n K: U E IA) is a finite family.
In general, the collection that consists of all finite unions of a hereditarily closurepreserving yet, but the collection that consists of all finite unions of a CF family is a CF family. Therefore a CF family is not hereditarily closure-preserving. 0 Theorem 2. Let X be a k'-space, then X is an N-space if and only if X has a a-CF closed k-network, and X contains no closed copy of S,,.
Proof. Necessity is immediate since every subspace of an N-space is an N-space and S,,
is not an N-space [4] . If X is an N-space, then X has a a-locally finite closed k-network,
by Proposition 1, X has a a-CF closed k-network.
Sufjiciency. Let 3 = UnEW 3n be a closed k-network for X, 3n is a CF family and 3n c 3n,l for each n E N. Set X, = U 3n and 3n = {F,: Q E A,}. We introduce a binary relation N on X, by the following: For x, y E X,, x N y if and only if x E F, E 37L implies y E F, E 3n, that is, {a E A n: x E F,} = {a E A,: y E Fn}. We have that N is an equivalence relation on X,, so that X, is an union of some equivalence classes. Let t?, be the family of these equivalence classes, that is, X, = U .13,,, then U, has the following properties.
Property 1. y'K is a compact set of X, then K intersects only with finite elements of &.
Proof. In fact, since 3n is a CF family, then for some m E N we have that
{FanK: F,E~~}={HI,...,H,}.
By the definition of f3,, {B n K: B E O,,} is the disjoint partition of K n X, by {H~,...,%},and& is disjoint, we have that there are at most finite elements in &, which intersect with K. 0
Property 2. The family I3 = UnEN t?, is a k-network for X.
Proof. Let K be a compact set and U an open set with K c U. Since 3 = UnEW 3n is a k-network for X, and 3;1. c 3n+l for every n E N, there is a finite subfamily 3; c 3i
for some i E N such that K c U 3: c U. As 3i is a CF family, there exists an m E N, such that Since X is regular, we have that z is a k-network for X, and ??, is closure-preserving, that is B is a cl-closure-preserving closed k-network for X.
We shall prove that & is point-countable for each n E N.
Firstly we notice that X has a a-closure-preserving network, i.e., X is a c-space, hence if K is a compact set in X, then K is a metrizable space [ll] . Suppose there were a point x* E X, such that
I{ o: x* E B,, B, E B,}I > NI for some n E N. Set {(Y: 2* E E,, B, E 23,} = S. Since f3, is disjoint, we can let Z* E Cl B, -B, for each (I E S. Because X is a k/-space, there is a compact set K, with IC* E Cl@?, n K,). As 1C, is compact, K, is metrizable and Cl(B, n K,) c K,.
Hence we have a sequence {y,": 72 E FV} c B, n K with iim,,, y," = Z* for each o E 5'. We pick out a subset S* c S with IS'*1 = wi, and shall prove that {Z*}u u {y/,": ?z E lV} LYE.!?* is a closed copy of S,, .
For each Q E S*, pick out yy,", E {y:: n E RI}, then {yy,",: a E S*} is a closed set. In fact, if we have a z E X, such that z E Cl{yn",: cy E s*} -{y,",: cy E s*}, then there exists a compact set K, c X with Z E Cl({y,"_: CEES*}~K,).
But K, intersects only with finite elements of & (Property 1) and y,", E B, for a E S*.
Hence above formula is not true. The contradiction shows that {y,", : a: E S*} is a closed set.
Similarly we can show {2*} u u {y/,": n E iV} QES* is a closed copy of S,,, but this is a contradiction. Now we have proved that a = UnEW a, is a a-closure-preserving closed k-network for X, and every s, is point-countable for each R E IV.
In [2, 10] we proved that, if X has a a-closure-preserving closed lc-network 3* = LEN C and &?J is point-countable for every n E N, then X is an N-space. Therefore we complete the proof of sufficiency.
•I Lemma 3 [8] . Let X be a k-space, then X is a g-metrizable space if and only tfX has a o-hereditarily closure-preserving k-network, and X contains no closed copy of S,.
Theorem 4. Let X be a k'-space, then X is a g-metrizable space if and only if X has a a-CF k-network, and X contains no closed copy of S,.
Proof. The proof of necessity is from Property 1 and Lemma 3. For sufficiency, if X contains no closed copy of S,, then X must contain no closed copy of S,,, hence X is an N-space. By Lemma 3 we know that X is a g-metrizable space. 0
Definition 5 [9] . A family 'H of subsets of a space X is CF* in X if for each compact setKcX,{HnK:
H~'H}={F,,...,F,}andif(Fl>No,then
T-&={HER: HnK=Fi}
is finite, E is a-CF* in X if 'H = U{'Fti: i E N}, where each 3ii is CF* in X.
The following propositions are clear, we omit their proofs. Since X is a k/-space, we have a compact set K, such that x* Kl(u{F,: cu~A*}nK).
As {Fa: o E A*} is CF* in X, then {F, n K: a E A*} is a finite family, hence z* E Cl F,! for some (Y' E A*. This is a contradiction. (1) + (4) The proof is essential in [6] . Corollary 11 [9] . For a space X, the following are equivalent:
(1) X is a LuSnev space. 
